
TUNNEL FARMING BUSINESS PLAN

Using this sample plan will give you the necessary steps when putting together your business plan.

The demand for tomatoes by high-end hotels, middle class restaurants and backstreet eating joints is
phenomenal and is bound to ensure that our produce sells well. The company will sell between 20 â€” 25ha
per annum. If we establish a healthy payment history, we will then agree on the payment terms. Consistent
production of the crop irregardless of the prevailing season Uniformity of crops in terms of size and quality
The demand for tomatoes has been and still remains high in the country due to the fact that most Kenyan
families use tomatoes as a basic ingredient in most of their meals. The demand for tomatoes has been constant
because it is indispensable in a majority of Kenyan meals-most families use tomatoes in at least two meals
every day. Amiran Kenya has had a long presence in the country and has supplied several farmers with
greenhouses for decades. This ensures that the demand for tomatoes will continue to be constant in the future.
Products Hydroponics is the production of vegetables in state-of-the-art, temperature-controlled, multi-span
tunnels. This is so because Greenhouses enable certain crops to be grown all though the year irrespective of
the climatic conditions. We therefore wish to start of a profitable project that will stir uptake of shares in the
company. We will try to counter his by building concrete relationships with our clients, emphasizing our
competitive advantages and concentrating on aggressive marketing. FynbosFarm will not only supply the
major supermarkets, but also the markets mentioned above. The credit period will be the subject of agreement
between us and individual customers and will not be a blanket predetermined period. This method of selling
involves lower prices since there are no extra costs and these lower prices attract quite a number of customers.
In order to ensure continuity of supply, we intend to acquire another greenhouse before the first crop dies out.
Another threat that may likely confront us is the arrival of a new commercial green farm in same location
where our target market exist and who may want to adopt same business model like us. To establish a second
greenhouse The company's long term plan is to also produce a wider variety of vegetables as well as well as
other farm produce. Tomatoes: 4ha under plastic which will produce kgs per year Cucumbers: 1ha under
plastic which will produce kgs per year Peppers: 1ha under plastic which will produce kgs per year Turf: 30ha
in the open. Marketing plan Marketing will be one of the major pillars of this venture. The tomatoes are grown
following a specified regimen recommended by the suppliers of the equipment. The project aim is to carry out
intensive and high turnover production, off a small area, while providing work and leadership experience for
local women. The company's goals in the first year are to: Purchase and establish the greenhouse on the farm
To repay the entire loan plus interest. Appendices Market research studies Greenhouse supplier quotation Web
articles 1. Greenhouse commercial farming is rapidly gaining entrance in our world today. Need actual charts?
Competitive advantage Our main competitive advantages are: Consistent supply - most farmers rely on
traditional rain-dependant agriculture which makes the availability of tomatoes seasonal. We have some of the
latest greenhouse farming machines; tools and equipment that will help us cultivate crops in commercial
quantities with less stress. The project manager, Albert Agutu, has a degree in law, has accounting background
CPS section 2 and sufficient experience in growing and marketing tomatoes. The easier you sell off your
harvest the better for your business. Greenhouse farming gives room for greater control over the growing
environment of various crops. We require an extra Ksh , as loan to successfully buy the kit, establish it on the
farm and commence and continue operations until the project is self sustaining. The amount of water and
nutrients supplied to the plant is specified and experience shows that the quality size, taste, health of the crop
is constant and guaranteed. The second attempt produced better results but due to lack of water, only a small
profit was realized. The total project will cost a sum of Kshs , The biggest negative is the start-up costs to
erect a fully state-of-the-art project. This is especially so during seasons when tomatoes flood the market.
Management and organization The daily operations will be carried out by the employee who will be trained
prior to the commencement of the operation. Weakness: Our weakness could be that we are a new commercial
greenhouse farm in the United States; it might take some time for our organization to break into the market
and gain acceptance especially from international markets in the already saturated and highly competitive
commercial farming industry; that is perhaps our major weakness. Consistent quality- since the same regimen
is followed, the quality of our tomatoes is first-class irregardless of the season. This will cover startup
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expenses and first year loses. Currently there is a huge shortage of bananas, and the selling price has been
above average for the past 2 years. Executive Summary Introduction FynbosFarm will be a project built
around a highly successful businessman and the development and training of skilled and semi-skilled staff in
the hydroponics and instant turf market.


